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1. Covid & Plans
2. Photographing Pohutukawa
3. 1½ trillion photos
4. New book on wildlife photography
5. Christmas gift certificates
6. Creative photography – frozen flowers + wine glasses
7. Private photo workshops
This newsletter goes out to many photographers in New Zealand and overseas - and to anybody who asks
to go onto the mailing list. If you know anybody who would like to be on the mailing list, please get them to
email me. It’s free and they can unsubscribe at any time, of course.

Northern Royal Albatrosses, Middle Sister Island, Chatham Islands

1. Covid, uncertainty, & plans
First of all, I trust this finds you well and still finding good reasons to smile, at least some of the time. Life
these days reminds me of that somewhat opaque saying “May you live in interesting times” that, though
popularly believed to be an ancient Chinese saying or curse, is western in origin and first appeared in the
20th century. But whatever its origins, we live in interesting times all right.
“I’m missing your newsletters, Kim. Can you start them again soon, please?” Certainly. Happy to [I enjoy
putting them together]. The only problem is that like most of you I’ve been in a continually evolving state
of uncertainly about what is possible, keeping in mind that we all want to stay safe.
The future is still far from certain, so let’s live and plan with that uncertainty in mind. Kim’s newsletters are
resuming as of this newsletter, and though I’ve cancelled all the monthly workshops and “Photos & Coffee”
evenings for the time being, I’ve figured out a way of keeping workshops going in a way that fits in with
most current and possible future Covid mandates and recommendations: “Private Workshops” where I
condense the day’s workshops down to 4-5 hours and see you just one at a time. Somewhat like Private
Tuition, except that they are workshops covering a specific subject or technique. More details later in the
newsletter.

2. Pohutukawa – your Christmas assignment?
For many New Zealanders, the brilliant
crimson flowers of Pohutukawa mean
summer, Christmas … and the beach. Our
family friend Miriam presented us with a
young Pohutukawa many years ago, and it’s
been growing happily in front of my studio
here ever since. In a few weeks, hundreds of
brilliant bursts of crimson will cover the tree.
And, yet again, I will feel the need to pull out
my camera and see what a few hours with the
flowers might yield. As I often do, I will try for
both “real” photos and “artistic” photos.
If you live anywhere near Pohutukawa you
might like to do the same. You are welcome to
come and “borrow” our Pohutukawa, but if
you live anywhere near me, you’ll be near
many other Pohutukawa trees. So if you feel
like getting that camera out and getting stuck
into a Christmas assignment or challenge,
maybe give Pohutukawa flowers a go.
Some ideas, techniques, and tips:
 Whatever lenses you have will
probably do just fine. My photos on
these pages were taken with a variety
of lenses: 16-35mm, 24-105mm, 70200mm, 300mm, and macro. Many lenses nowadays get close enough for good close-ups.















Tripod? No need. All these photos were handheld, though typically with “Image Stabilization”
[= “Vibration Reduction” = “Optical Stabilization”] turned on.
Try a variety of approaches, from “wide-angle” photos of the tree and some background to locate
the tree, some medium lens photos of close clusters of flowers, and also intimate close-ups.
Intimate close-ups are where I find the most scope for creating “Arty” rather than “Real” photos. Or
- sometimes - both Arty and Real in the same photo [by having some of the photo sharp and real,
and the rest [usually the foreground] out-of-focus bokeh or a wash of colour.
As always, watch your background. Keep the background as simple as possible. Pohutukawa makes
this easy, as the blue summer sky or blue sea make excellent backgrounds, and red against blue is
as good a colour contrast as you
will get [warm colours
contrasted against cool colours
always work well in photos and
artworks].
Pohutukawa trees may flower
over several weeks, but the
flowers are at their photogenic
best for a much shorter period,
perhaps only a week or so. Once
the red stamens start falling off,
distant photos are still fine, but
close-ups are messy. I find that I
get just a few days each year when the flowers are at their peak, the sky is blue and there's no
wind. Avoid photographing flowers in the wind.
Backlit drops of water [from rain or a hose] can add magic to your photos. If you deliberately
photograph the wet flowers backlit [i.e. towards the sun] and compose and focus so that the backlit
drops of water are well out of focus, they form magical circles of light. I love this technique.
If you are shooting towards the sun [to create the backlit and/or bokeh effect], do so only when the
sun is low in the sky and NEVER look directly into the sun, either through the camera or directly.
Doing so can permanently damage your eyes.
For photos of backlit bees hovering, I used both 70-200mm and 300mm lenses, apertures between
f10-32, ISO 400, and shutter speeds between 1/160 and 1/1000 second.

3. 1.5 trillion photos
It was predicted that around 1.5 trillion [1,500,000,000,000] photos would be taken this year. Covid will
have lessened that number but it will still be huge.
It's safe to assume that, out of those 1,500,000,000,000 photos, not too many will become future classics.
In case you’re wondering, we’ve got enough photos of cats, kittens, sunsets, giraffes, roses, the Eiffel
Tower, and café meals, for now, thanks. No more needed for the time being. We’ll let you know if that
changes 😊
So your mission: what photos can you “take” or create that will be different from most of the other 1.5
trillion photos?

4. “Into the Wild” – new wildlife photography book
A few weeks ago I was delighted to receive a copy
of “Into the Wild: The Story of the World's
Greatest Wildlife Photography”, a big book
[weighing in at 1.88 kilograms] covering the
evolution of wildlife photography from the first
wildlife photos taken through to today.
From the publisher’s blurb: “The first book to
piece together the most compelling moments in
wildlife photography. From some of the very first
pictures of wild lions and tigers on record and the
first-ever underwater colour photograph, right up
to the spectacular images from the wildest
corners of the earth that modern-day technology
allows, Into the Wild is an extraordinary
collection of over 250 images and 150 years of
our efforts to document the natural world. Now,
more than ever, these are the photographs and
stories that matter”.
And there on page 118 is my photo of a whitecapped [shy] albatross soaring in front of crashing
waves on the west coast of the subantarctic Auckland Islands. Thanks, Eric Gosse, skipper of MV “Pegasus
II” for getting me so close to the tempest. I was wedged with my camera in the flying bridge of the vessel.
Canon F-1, 70-200m lens, Kodachrome 64 film [so ISO = 64], shutter speed either 1/500 or 1/1000.
https://www.thenile.co.nz/books/gemma-padley/into-the-wild/9781913947484
https://www.amazon.com/Into-Wild-Greatest-Wildlife-Photography/dp/1913947483
I’ve already been paid for the use of the photo [no, not enough to retire comfortably on ], and I don’t get
paid any more each time its sells. Which is fine. Just so you know.

5. Christmas gift certificates
Wondering what you can give that special photographer for Christmas? Here’s an idea: a gift certificate for
private tuition with Kim Westerskov. For $245, your photographer will receive four hours of one-on-one
photography tuition or [when Covid restrictions let us run photo workshops again in 2022] a one-day photo
workshop with Kim. Each gift certificate is individually crafted, with the words chosen by you and printed
on a photo especially chosen by you from among Kim’s [million or so] photos. Don’t worry – Kim will
narrow the choice down to a few select photos, based on what you tell Kim about the photographer’s
special interests. The gift certificate will be sent to you as a PDF document for you to print, or Kim can print
it and post it to you if you don’t leave it too late.
Here’s one idea of what your certificate could look like. Pohutukawa flowers would make a good
background photo too. Then again, so would many other photos in my collection.

6. Frozen flowers, bubbles & wine glasses
DIY [Do It Yourself] or come to Private Workshop

As a faithful tool that records where you’ve been and who
you met [and maybe too many sunsets and café meals]
your camera is essential when heading to faraway places that once-in-a-lifetime trip to the Serengeti or Alaska or
Antarctica or the Chatham Islands.
What’s a lot less obvious is that photography can be just rewarding around the home. The photos on these
three pages were all taken inside my studio here over the last few months.
None of these photos needed specialized equipment other than [for some photos] a macro lens – though
many lenses nowadays can get close enough for photos like these. Also needed: flowers, water, some
room in the freezer, a light [any light – I used three lights including a $21 desk lamp from Mitre 10],
wineglasses [I invested in a boxful of these from an op shop for $4], and some big bits of coloured card [art
shops or Warehouse Stationery usually have good selections].
You’ll also need an experimental attitude: “Let’s see if this works: if I hold the block of ice up vertically and
bring the light up close behind it, or maybe from the side, or what about front lighting, or what about
letting the ice melt a bit more first or maybe ….”. And time. Some ideas work. Some don’t. Try enough
different kinds of flowers and ways of freezing them and angles and camera settings and focus points and
depths of field – and later just pick out the ones that worked.
The reason I’ve spent many days with frozen flowers and wine glasses is that I was trying out techniques
for an “Exciting New Photo Techniques” workshop I had scheduled for September. That workshop was
cancelled due to Covid restrictions but I was having so much fun that I kept shooting and trying yet more
ideas with yet more flowers. So if you like the look of the photos on these two pages, feel free to give it a
go yourself at home. Or you can contact me for a four-hour session of one-to-one tuition focusing on these
techniques for $245. I’ve got a freezer full of frozen flowers here, ready to go. And the wine glasses.

7. Kim’s “Private Workshops” programme
When Covid restrictions allow, I’ll start running normal workshops again. In the meantime, I offer “Private
Workshops”. For the cost of a one-day workshop [$295], you get my full attention for 5 hours, covering the
same material as in the normal workshops. Or a 4-hour Private Workshop for $245. Covid rules will quite
likely keep on changing, but in the meantime, I’m happy to run these one-on-one sessions with one
person. Below is a list of workshops I’ve run in recent years. Choose any one you like, and join me 
















“Beach Magic Photography”
“Black and White Magic Photography”
“Close-up Magic – with or without a macro
lens”
“Composition & Light”
“Exciting New Techniques”
“Even more Exciting New Techniques”
“Forests, Ferns & Flowers”
“Good photos, Great Photos – Anytime,
Anywhere”
“Great people photos” workshop. Portraits,
kids, families, candid, travel, events,
weddings
“Landscapes & Seascapes”
“Making your photos look great in Lightroom or Photoshop”
“Photo Essentials”
“Photo Impressionism & Photo Art”
“Photography 101”
“Sea, Surf, Shore & Seabirds”









“Slow, Smooth & Wonderful – Long Exposures”
“Soul in your photos”
“Travel photography – Your Next Big Trip”
“Turning your Photos into Art”
“Waterfalls, Ferns & Forests”
“Wide Angle & Telephoto”
“Zap, Zing, Wow! & Creativity” photo workshop

8. KIM’S PHOTOS & COFFEE EVENINGS
For many years we’ve met on the first Tuesday of each month [except January] to chat about photography
and view some of the recent photos we’ve taken. It’s free [no charge], supper is served, and there’s no
obligation of any kind. As soon as Covid restrictions allow, we’ll start these meetings again.

9. PRIVATE TUITION
Yes, like you I’m usually busy doing “other stuff” too, but I can nearly always fit private tuition in, and I am
very happy to do so. Two hours $150.
Or – for just the cost of a full-day workshop [with Early Bird discount] - $245 – you get my full attention one-on-one - for 4 hours. This can be out in the field or at my studio, looking at your photos on my
computer, going over your camera functions, looking into specific techniques, or all of the above and more
– whatever you want to do. I’m here for you. For only $475 I’m yours for the whole day. Most
photographers choose 4 hours.
Think not just about cost, but “value” – it’s one-on-one with an experienced photographer and teacher and
we cover a lot each hour. Bring a friend if you wish - no extra charge.

10. PHOTOGRAPHING ARTWORKS
PHOTOSHOPPING
PHOTO RESTORATION
As well as teaching photography and mentoring a number of photographers, I also offer photo restoration,
Photoshopping, and “Photographing your Artworks” services. $50 per hour [we get a lot done each hour].

ABOUT KIM





Loves photography and loves inspiring, guiding, and supporting photographers.
Over 30 years as a professional photographer and teaching photography for 15 years now
Five First Prizes in the BBC “Wildlife Photographer of the Year” competition, the Olympics of nature
photography worldwide.
18 books published [international distributions] – written and photographed by Kim.



https://www.sunlive.co.nz/news/220936-kim-westerskov-award-winning-photographer.html
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